Dangerous Alliance (Too Hot to Handle)

A Fiery, Unconventional MarriageIs the
idea of marriage to me so unacceptable?A
seemingly innocent question, but when
spoken by Dimitri Kostakidas it was
deeply, disturbingly provocative. Leanne
knew she was in danger of being
overpowered by Dimitris vibrant Latin
sexuality.Years ago, her response might
have been different: as an impressionable
teenager Leanne had fancied herself in love
with Dimitri. But now she would do
anything rather than share his bed! There
was just one problemthe heat of Dimitris
passion scorched her senses. As her
husband, would he prove untamable?
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Duel of Champions A few weeks ago the Alliance announced some new bases where being The thing I find interesting
is the Alliance is expanding into Cal Dangerous Baba_Ghannoushs Avatar . I dont get the big deal with this. More
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